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By Stephanie A Quinn

Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Coloring time is fun time! Color
your worries away and put your own personal spin on something exciting! Grab your favorite
crayons, gel pens, or colored pencils and get to work on some unique and original designs!
Coloring is all about using your imagination and experimenting with new shades so go wild!
Stephanie Quinn s Illustrations of monster babes really make a statement with their fantasy,
fashion, and horror inspired designs! We hope you bring your own bold color to Stephanie s super
scary drawings! The coloring book itself introduces the reader/colorist to 30 very unique and
individual -Monster Babes- with an accompanying bio for each girl sure to induce a giggle or two. I
hope I can share my joy of art and coloring with you! Thank you for supporting the arts!.
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ReviewsReviews

Here is the finest publication we have read right up until now. It is actually writter in easy words instead of di icult to understand. Its been written in an
remarkably easy way in fact it is only right after i finished reading this book in which basically changed me, modify the way i really believe.
-- Prof. Vanessa Smitham V-- Prof. Vanessa Smitham V

Very useful to all of class of people. It is really simplified but unexpected situations within the 50 % in the ebook. I am delighted to let you know that this is
actually the best book i have read in my personal daily life and can be he finest ebook for at any time.
-- Gwen Schultz-- Gwen Schultz
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